ASX/MEDIA ANNOUNCEMENT

PIONEER NICKEL LIMITED - EXPLORERS eCONFERENCE

Today Boardroomradio releases it’s second eConference of 2009. The title of the eConference is “Digging Deep” and features presentations from ASX listed Mineral Explorers who are surviving the tough credit conditions and differentiating themselves from their competitors with the quality of their projects.

PIONEER NICKEL LIMITED (PIO) is contributing to the eConference, and provides the opportunity to listen to an audio broadcast by Mr David Crook, MD in a presentation titled "PIO - Digging Deep: New Prospects, New Targets ".

To listen, simply click on the link below:


Sarah-Jane Tasker (Resources and Mining) from The Australian will provide an insightful keynote speech at 8:30am. To access the eConference simply click on the link below:


If you have any questions regarding this eConference or would like to message a presenter please email brr@brr.com.au.
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